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I. Introduction 
BigData is about dealing with huge data sets derived from wide variety of data sources constituting both data that is 

structured and unstructured. The data is being generated at rates faster than most enterprise databases can handle. IDC 

[1] estimates that over 50 billion IoT sensors will be in operation by 2020 and more than 200 billion devices will 

networked by 2030. The growth of Internet of Things (IOT) would provide huge potential benefits for business in 

general and society in particular. The ability of extracting value from these BigData stores for knowledge discovery 

and better decision making comes from BigData analytics [2] [3]. BigData analytics has become an emerging area for 

data researchers and is the core of BigData[4] .  

Predictive analytics [5] involve using sophisticated technologies which helps the organizations to use both the data 

stored in the data repositories and also the real time data to derive business intelligence of what lies ahead for the 

organization. This brand of analytics involves simulations with large processing computers with advanced database 

technology. Predictive analytics uses a number of mathematical techniques that probe data and derive useful patterns 

and make accurate predictions. These predictive models make it possible to support the business decisions with more 

effectiveness and involving less cost. 

Most business processes would benefit from these predictive models, but they can be beneficial in situations where 

there is abundance of digital data available and where the business process involves large number of similar decisions. 

They can also be involved in process where the business outcomes have huge impact on the profits or efficiency. As 

a result they are used in wide areas of business such as healthcare, retail, insurance, financial and government services. 

Machine learning focuses on developing fast and efficient algorithms and models that enables real time processing of 

data. These algorithms provide improved accuracy and performance compared to the conservative algorithms. These 

algorithms also get smarter with use and experience [6]. Machine learning is best suitable for exploiting the prospects 

BigData. It provides value from large and distinct data sources with less dependence on human direction.  It is well 

suited for dealing with complexity and variety of data sources, where number of variables are involved. Unlike 

traditional algorithms, machine learning systems accuracy and efficiency improves with increase in size of data sets. 

As more data is fed into the machine learning system the more it can learn from the data and quality of the results 

improves. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the methods, challenges and opportunities of 

predictive analysis with BigData. Section 3 describes the issues which machine algorithms have to deal while 
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performing predictive analytics with BigData. Section 4 presents the challenges and scope of future research 

opportunities in this area.   

 

A. Predictive analytics with BigData 

Analytical solutions have been a boon to a large number of organizations for improving the decision making process. 

Companies are trying to analyze the historical and real time data to forecast the future elements. Evans et al. [7] defines 

advanced analytical solutions to be broadly categorized into three models 

 Descriptive analytics, which are driven by analyzing in-store data to understand the past and current decisions. 

 Predictive analytics is somewhat a more advanced type of analytics which looks at the past data and predicts the 

future events. 

 Perspective analytics is advanced of the three, which involves optimizing the results of predictions. It is deciding 

on the actions to be performed. It is a combination of data, mathematical models and business rules. 

Predictive analytics [5] constitute a set of statistical methods involving machine learning, artificial intelligence, 

regression techniques and data mining that predicts future events and behaviors. It is a systematic process where an 

algorithm finds out the patterns and relationships among the variables. Predictive analytics and predictive models 

along with data mining techniques involve use of multi variable analysis methods such as time series and advanced 

regression models. They help to discover meaningful patterns that enable organizations to make intelligent, effective 

and fast decisions.   

Today business organizations are collecting huge amounts of data such as customer, markets, social networking, cloud, 

real time and performance data. So BigData comes into picture for storage and analysis of these huge and variant data 

sets. Predictive analytics helps to gain insights from these massive amounts of data to optimize business processes. 

There are numerous case studies of use of BigData predictive analytics for effective use: 

1. A.R.Reddy et al. [8] presents role of BigData analytics in general and predictive analytics in particular in the field 

of healthcare to face the issues in healthcare. 

2. Krumeich et al. [9] details the opportunities of predictive analytics on mining BigData for event-based predictions 

which provide proactive control over business processes.    

3. Gulwani et al. [10] reviews various algorithms and methods which are to be used in E-Learning systems for 

predicting student’s performance with high accuracy and ease of interpretation. 

4. Egebjerg et al. [11] presents a model to predict the number of spectators in a football match based on online and 

offline behavior of spectators. These extracted results can be helpful for companies to understand the customer 

base and improve their marketing strategies.  

 
Fig 1: Predictive Analysis Procedure 

Predictive analytics with BigData involves systematic procedure as depicted in Fig.1. Predictive analysis involves the 

following steps: 

1. Data generated from various sources has to be gathered and only data relevant to the business goals is to be 

identified and stored. 

2. The stored data is to be prepared by performing various data cleaning processes to derive appropriate data to 

perform analysis. 

3. A predictive model has to be designed using statistical model or machine learning algorithms depending on the 

type of data available and the level of prediction needed as a part of the system. 
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4. Evaluate the prediction model for effectiveness and accuracy, with a data sample. 

5. Apply the model in applications and derive the foresights of business. 

6. Monitor and adjust various parameters of the algorithm and improve the models efficiency and accuracy.  

 

 

B. Challenges 

Predictive analytics provide opportunities to organizations with few challenges. Some of these challenges are as 

follows: 

 Data challenges: The various challenges which the companies have to deal with, when concerning BigData is 

large [12]. Among them dealing with the numerous data formats, maintain the data quality and deriving value 

form data sources are the main challenges which predictive analytics have to be concerned about. 

 Choosing the business intelligence tools and pre-processing tools to identify special relevant information. 

 Determining the variables important for the prediction process. It also involves how traditional data elements are 

related to one another and which elements have better influences in the business outcomes. 

 Choosing a proper predictive model to mine the data and discover patterns and iterate through this process and 

improve the efficiency and accuracy of the results. 

 Simplifying the analytical process and automating the important and necessary actions of the process. 

 Minimizing the data movements while performing the analysis to conserve the computing resources. 

 Enabling decision making based on predictive modeling and business rules. 

Providing techniques and solutions to these challenges and easing the process will crucial to the organizations growth 

and profits. 

II. Machine learning with BigData 

Machine language is a fundamental component in data analytics. It is considered as key drivers in the BigData 

evolution. The reason for this is the ability of the machine learning algorithms to learn from the data and provide data 

insights and predictions [13].Predictive analytics uses machine learning algorithms to develop predictive models, 

which provider foresights [14]. A Number of algorithms involving neural networks and naïve Bayesian networks have 

proposed for this purpose. 

A common assumption of machine learning algorithms is that the algorithms get better as data values increase, which 

in turn provide accurate results [15], but BigData imposes a variety of challenges to these machine learning algorithms 

due to massive data sets. The challenges which the machine learning algorithms have to face due to BigData are as 

follows 

 Processing:One of the main challenges of BigData computations is that as the data size grows, computational 

complexity increases. It also effects the time and memory needed to train the algorithm. In some situations, as the 

data size grows the performance of algorithms depend on the architecture used to store and move data. 

 Storage:Most of the machine learning algorithms assumes that the data being processed is present in a single file 

on a disk [16]. Due to the size of data sets, the data items not only do they not fit in the memory but also items 

are distributed over a large number of files, residing in different physical locations. But as the size of the data 

grows, machine learning algorithms which depend on this assumption tend to fail. One of the methods to provide 

a solution for this problem is Map Reduce. Grolinger et al. [15] have discussed challenges of Map Reduce in 

BigData.  

Machine learning algorithms would require data to be residing at a single location for processing. As a result it would 

require transfer of data elements from different locations. This transfer of data elements would cause processing delay 

and consume network bandwidth. Due to this storage and data locality is a challenge to be addressed in any BigData 

system.   

 Data Samples 

With the growth of size, data is not uniformly distributed [17]. This uneven distribution of data items severely affects 

the performance of a machine learning algorithm. Japkowicz et al. [18] shows that the traditional machine learning 

mechanisms such as decision trees and neural networks are very sensitive to these uneven distributions of data in data 

samples. 

 Data attributes 

The effectiveness and predictive ability of a machine learning algorithm reduces with increase in the number of 

attributes for a data item [19]. As the volume of BigData increases, there is a potential in increase in the number of 

attributes. Another issue with attributes is the feature selection, which helps to select the relevant features, which will 

help the machine learning algorithm to perform better. Also identifying the relationship between the data items is huge 

challenge due to the size of data sets. 
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 Data Quality 

A data sample may usually include quality less data. This data might contain outliers, missing values, errors and false 

positives, which might not have any meaning within the data. These data elements seriously affect the performance 

and results of the algorithms. Therefore providing a means to exclude these outliers and false positives is crucial in 

the context of machine learning with BigData. 

 Data Heterogeneity  

BigData analytics involves integrating data from various diverse sources. They can vary in the form of type, formats 

and implementations. Not only they have different formats but they have different meanings in different contexts and 

interpreting these data elements is another challenge of machine learning. 

 

 Real-Time Analytics 

Many machine learning algorithms assume that learning starts once the entire data is available in the store. But with 

the concept of real time streaming data, such an assumption is not valid. Real-time analytics adds data to the existing 

stores. Therefore machine learning algorithms must support learning with these incremental data sets [20]. With these 

data sets, real time processing is also an important challenge to get instant business insights. 

 

III. Conclusions & Future work 

With BigData, analytics are fast moving from the conventional business intelligence methods that utilize raw 

information to a more predictive and prescriptive methods to discover patterns and interrelationships for better 

organizational decision making. This work presents the various issues ad challenges of predictive analytics when 

dealing with BigData and also the implementation and application of machine algorithms for analysis. So adopting 

new machine learning techniques to solve the existing challenges and combining existing solutions to provide 

performance improvements is needed for development machine learning with BigData. 
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